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solid 2x_ blocking typical
between joists, provide 4x_
blocking for SW3 and greater

Joists
perpendicular
to wall, where

applicable

Where joists are
parallel to wall,

provide solid
blocking @ 4'0"

o.c. attached with
A35 both ends

Diaphragm edge nailing per
diaphragm schedule (where

noted on the plan)
Diaphragm sheathing per

diaphragm schedule

Shear wall sheathing per
shear wall & sheathing
schedule

Min 8d @ 12" o.c.,
or edge nailing per
shear wall schedule,
where applicable

(2) 16d @ 16" o.c. min, or
plate nailing per shear wall
schedule, where applicable

A35 @ 4'0" o.c. min, or
per shear wall schedule,
where applicable

Shear wall above

2" minimum

Rim joist, provide
hangers to match joist
size where rim joist is
used as a header

Joists perpendicular
to wall, where

applicable

Where joists are
parallel to wall,

provide 1 bay of
solid blocking @

4'0" o.c. attached
with A35 both

ends
Shear

wall
below

Diaphragm edge nailing per
diaphragm schedule

Diaphragm sheathing per
diaphragm schedule

Shear wall sheathing per
shear wall schedule

Edge nailing per
shear wall schedule

Plate nailing per
shear wall schedule

A35 per shear wall
schedule

Edge nailing per shear
wall schedule

Anchor bolt per
shear wall schedule

Concrete foundation

At roof framing roof
vent block per vent
block typical detail

Roof framing, flat or
sloped per plan

Edge nailing per
shear wall
schedule

A35 per shear wall schedule

Roof or floor diaphragm edge
nailing per diaphragm schedule

Pressure Treated
Plate

Edge nailing per
shear wall schedule

Plate nailing per
shear wall schedule

Floor framing

Shear wall above

4x_ minimum beam
below shear wall

Diaphragm with edge nailing per
diaphragm schedule unless

otherwise specified

12"
Roof
diaphragm
sheathing

Diaphragm edge nailing, refer to
diaphragm schedule and diaphragm
notes on framing plans, as
applicable.  Diaphragm nail spacing
may be adjusted to account for holes
in the blocking, provided the same
number of nails are used.  Nail
spacing may not be less than 3" o.c.

Ventilation opening, refer to architect's
requirements for size and position

Roof framing
members

Wall top plate
A23 or A35 per shear wall
schedule

Solid blocking between
joists or rim joist, as
applicable.  No gap

permitted between the
blocking and the roof

sheathing

Exterior wall

Refer to plans for member sizes.

Min.

Interior Shear Wall Standard Detail
1 1/2"=    1'-0"

Exterior Shear Wall Framing Typical Detail
1"       =    1'-0"

Discontinuous Shear Wall Detail
3/4"   =    1'-0"

Roof Ventilation Typical Detail
1"       =    1'-0"
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Toe 10" Heel

Total Width

13"

1'-2"
3'

Main floor framing

3x6 P.T. plate

1/2"x8-1/2" anchor
bolts @ 4' o.c. or per
shear wall schedule

Exterior grade

(2) bars at top

# 4 @ 12" o.c.
horizontal bars

Vertical Bars

Basement slab
on grade

Insulation by
others

#4 @ 12" o.c. Heel bars

Cut off every other
vertical bar

A35 plate to rim @ 16" o.c. or
per shear wall schedule

Drainage by others

H

Max H     Toe   Heel   Total Width  Vertical Bars
13.5' 5'   15"     7'1"   #5 @ 4" o.c.
10' 3' 15" 5'1"  #5 @ 9" o.c. 
5' 2' 9" 3'7"  #4 @ 9" o.c.

3"
6"

1/4" end
plate

Steel beam
per plan

1/4"x3"x10-1/2" bolt
plates both sides,
with (2) 1/2" bolts

wood post (6x6
minimum, or

per plan)

1/4"

1/4" 3"

Steel beam
per plan

Joist per plan

SImpson LBV Hanger,
nail to top plate.  At Sim,

weld to top plate per
Simpson specifications

Solid wood infill
1/2" welded

threaded rod
@ 48" o.c.

2x_ DF #2 top plate
1/2" welded threaded rod

@ 48" o.c., countersink nut

14" steel beam

16" steel beam

10-3/4x36 GLB

1/4" x 10" x 6"
connection tab

1/4" x 11.5" x
11.5" top plate

1/4" x 10" x 6"
connection tab

1/4"x11.5"x16" side
plate

1/4"x11.5"x16"
side plate

3/4" bolt each
side optional
erection bolt

1/4"

1/4"

1/4"

2 1/2"

HSS5x2-1/2x1/4 x
12" steel tube

1/4" A36 steel
end plate

Cut plate back
to 2-1/2"

Concrete
basement wall

(2) 5/8"x8" welded
threaded rod

Steel beam per
plan

Rim joist

Wood wall above
Floor sheathing

1/4" A36 steel web
stiffener each side

1/4"

1/4"
1/4"

6" 6"

Concrete
shear wall

Continuous steel
beam per plan

Floor sheathing

1/4" A36 steel web
stiffener each side

Wood beam per plan
Post per plan with
CC7-1/8-6

Joists per plan

Cantilevered PSL joists
per plan

18" deep steel beam

3-1/2x16 PSL blocking
between joists with A35
each end

Continuous horizontal CMST12 strap
on top of blocking.  Continue strap 4'
south on rim joist

1"x12" welded threaded
rods per detail 6 @ 6" o.c.

3-1/2"x14" PSL
rim joist

2x8 block

1/4"
1/4"

Wall above not shown

6

12"

10"

1/4" A36 steel web stiffener @
beam location

Concrete shear wall

1"x12" welded threaded rod @ 6"
o.c. over concrete wall

Solid continuous wood DF infill

Shear wall
sheathing, continues
down side of beam

Floor sheathing

(2) rows of 10d nails @ 3" o.c.

3/4" welded threaded rod @
18" o.c., countersink nut

14" deep steel beam

10-3/4"x36"
deep GLB,

notch down
to 12" deep

at bearing
end

(2) 3/4" bolts

1/4"x11-1/4"x4" bearing plate,
weld to beam flange

4x_ plate

(3) 1"x6" anchor bolts

(2) 3/4"x6" lag
screws

L6x6x1/4 angle, 18"
long

1/4"

6" 6"

Concrete
shear wall

Continuous steel
beam per plan

Floor sheathing

1/4" A36 steel web
stiffener each side

Joists per plan
1"x12" welded threaded

rods per detail 6 @ 6" o.c.

1/4"
1/4"

Wall above not shown

6

At both ends:
(6) #5 bars

per Detail 10

#3 @ 6" horizontal with
standard hooks each
end

#4 @ 12" vertical bars
both faces with standard
hooks each end

Special reinforced
concrete shear wallGrade beam

36"

11

See details 5, 6, 7 for top
wall connection

10

10"

3'

1"
3/4"

2 1/4"
1"

3/4"
3 1/4"

Concrete shear wall

#3 horizontal
bars @ 6" o.c.

(6) #5 vertical
bars each side

#4 vertical bars @ 12"
o.c. both faces

2'

2'

Slab on Grade

#3 ties @ 10" o.c.

10" concrete shear wall
Exterior grade

3" clear,
typical

(8) #6 bars top
and bottom

Vertical concrete
shear wall bars, hook

into grade beam

Horizontal concrete
shear wall bars

24"

18" Grade beam with
(6) #5 bars
continuous and #3
ties @ 6" o.c.

Slab on Grade
Wall above Anchor bolt

1" clear at top

3" clear at
sides and

bottom

8"

10"

#3 ties @ 3"
o.c.

(4) #4 bars, continue
24" beyond end of
opening each side

Framing above

Opening in
concrete below

1" clear,
typical

Basement Wall Detail
1/2"   =    1'-0"

Steel Beam to Wood Post Detail
1"       =    1'-0"

Steel Beam Detail
1"       =    1'-0"

Steel Beam Connection Detail
3/4"   =    1'-0"

Steel Beam to Concrete Detail
3/4"   =    1'-0"

Steel Beam to Concrete Detail 2
3/4"   =    1'-0"

Steel Beam to Concrete Detail 3
3/4"   =    1'-0"

Steel Beam to Concrete Detail 4
3/4"   =    1'-0"

Special Reinforced Concrete Wall Detail
1/2"   =    1'-0"

Special Reinforced Concrete Wall Detail 2
1 1/2"=    1'-0"

Grade beam detail
1"       =    1'-0"

Interior Grade beam detail
1"       =    1'-0"

Concrete Beam Detail
3/4"   =    1'-0"

1

2

3

4

6

5

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

office
Polygon

office
Polygon
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Structural Notes:
Applicable Codes and Standards:
2012  Seattle Building Code (SBC) and other applicable local building codes.
ASCE/SEI 07-10 - “Minimum Design Loads for Buildings and Other

Structures”
2012 NDS for wood structures.
National Forest Products Association - "National Design Specification for Wood

Construction”.
American Wood Preservers Bureau - AWPB Standards for Pressure Treated

Material.
American Concrete Institute - ACI 315, ACI 318, ACI 301, ACI 307.
American Institute of Steel Construction - "Specification for the Design,
Fabrication, and Erection of Structural Steel."
American Welding Society - AWS Structural Welding Code.

Structural design shall be in accordance with the latest edition of above codes
and standards.  Contractor shall comply with the latest edition of all applicable
codes and standards.

Special Inspections:
Special Inspections are required for:
Concrete reinforcement
Structural Steel Erection

Design Loads:
Live load:          roof                                 25 psf (snow)
                           floors                             40 psf floor live load
Wind load:        Basic wind speed        110 mph, exposure B, KzT=2.0
 Building Category:  Enclosed, Wind Important Factor Iw = 1.0
 Refer to calculation page L1 for design wind forces.
 Internal pressure 5 psf, Components and cladding design per
1609.6.1.2
   
Seismic loading per SBC Sections 1603 and 1613 through 1622, Site Class D.

The basic structural type is a bearing wall system with light framed
walls with shear panels.  Rw = 6.5 (wood structural panels), soil type D.
Seismic importance factor 1.0, Seismic Use Group I
Design and Analysis by Simplified Design Procedure

 Peak Ground Accelerations (PGA) based on USGS Hazards Program,
by lat/long.
 PGA 1 sec = .546 PGA .2 sec = 1.571 
 Seismic base shear =  0.161 * Dead Load 

Foundations:
Soil parameters (assumed):    Vertical allowable soil pressure:  2,000 psf
All soil conditions are to be field verified during construction.  Footings shall
bear on firm natural soils or on structural fill placed over firm natural soils,
and inspected in place.  Footings shall extend 18 inches minimum below
adjacent exterior finished grade and shall extend 12 inches minimum below
existing interior grade unless otherwise noted on plans.  Structural fill shall be
placed in 12-inch maximum horizontal lifts (loose thickness) and compacted to
90 percent of maximum dry density in accordance with ASTM D-1557.
Imported structural fill shall be granular material containing no more than 5
percent fines, passing no. 200 sieve.  Structural fill in place shall be tested by a
licensed soil engineer or approved by the building inspector.

Cast in Place Concrete:
Concrete shall attain a minimum compressive strength of 2,500 psi at 28 days
(5-½  sack mix).  An alternate mix provided by the concrete supplier and pre-
approved by the building department is acceptable.  Reinforcing steel shall
conform to ASTM A-615, Grade 40 (Fy=40,000 psi) for all bars except retaining
wall vertical bars, which shall be Grade 60 (Fy=60,000 psi).  Provide all wall
and footing horizontal bars with 2'-0" x 2'-0" corner bars of the same size at all
corners and wall intersections.  Minimum lap splice 32 bar diameters for
Grade 40 bars, and 48 bar diameters for Grade 60 bars.

Concrete protection for reinforcement shall be:
Concrete exposed to earth or weather 1.5" (#5 & smaller)
Concrete cast against earth                           3"
Slabs, walls, joists                                                   0.75"

Structural steel:
Plates and shapes, ASTM A36, Fy=36 ksi, specified section ASTM A995, Fy=
50ksi.  Structural Steel Tube (HSS) per ASTM A500, Fy=46 ksi.

Bolts:
Bolts which are used in connections of steel beams to other steel beams or to the
concrete supporting structure shall conform to ASTM A325.  Anchor bolts shall
conform to F1554.  All other bolts shall conform to ASTM A307.

Welding:
Use E70xx electrodes for welding.  All fillet welds shall be 3/16" or equal to
minimum thickness of member being welded, whichever is greater, unless
otherwise shown. All welding shall conform to the provisions of AWS and shall
be performed by welders certified in accordance with AWS and WABO.

Lumber:
All sill plates and other wood framing which is in contact with concrete or
masonry must be pressure treated.  For anchor bolts connecting wood sill plates
to concrete or masonry, provide galvanized steel washers on top of the sill,
minimum size 3” x 3” x 1/4” thick.

Where toenails are used for stud wall construction, a minimum of (2) toenails
at top and bottom of each stud shall be provided.  Toenails shall be 16d nails
driven at approximately a 45 degree angle, with  a minimum of 1-1/2" of the
nail shank shall be embedded in both the stud and the plate.  End nails driven
through the plate and into the stud end grain are not permitted.  Simpson A34
clips at top and bottom of each stud are permitted where correct toenailing is
not provided.

Where LVLs are specified with a thickness greater than 1-3/4”, the beam may
be built up out of multiple 1-3/4” LVL beams connected per truss-joist TJ-9000
specifier’s guide.

Unless noted otherwise, the following grades and species shall be used for
structural lumber:

2x joists                      Hem-Fir #2
2x, 3x, and 4x studs       DF/L standard for plywood or WSP shear walls

Hem-Fir standard for other walls
4x and 6x beams       DF-L #1
Microllam LVL lumber LVL 1.9E, Fb = 2600 psi, Fv = 285 psi (minimums)
Parallam lumber  2.0 WS, Fb = 2900 psi, Fv = 290 psi (minimums)
Glu-lam lumber  24F-V4 or 24F-V8 as applicable

Plywood Thickness, Grade, and Nailing:
Install plywood sheets with face grain perpendicular to framing. Stagger joints
in adjacent sheets.  If not otherwise noted, use nailing schedule, Table 2304.9.1
of the SBC.

Manufactured Roof Trusses:
Manufactured Trusses specified on the plans are prefabricated products
manufactured by a truss manufacturer.  The contractor shall submit shop
drawings and stamped structural design calculations for review.  Truss design
and shop drawings shall include location and weight of all equipment being
supported by these trusses.

Manufactured Floor Joists:
Floor joists specified on the plans are prefabricated products manufactured by
the Weyerhaeuser Corporation.  The contractor shall submit shop drawings
and stamped structural design calculations for review.  Joist design and shop
drawings shall include location and weight of all equipment being supported by
these joists.  Other suppliers may be used, upon approval by the engineer of
record.

Metal Framing Connectors:
Unless otherwise noted:  Metal framing connectors shall be manufactured by
the Simpson company, or approved equal.  Unless noted otherwise, use U-series
joist hangers to match joist size (e.g., U210 for 2x10 joist).  Provide H1 or H2.5
hurricane ties, or other connectors with similar capacity, at every other roof
joist, and H6 or H7 at ends of roof beams and girder trusses.  Where supported
by wood posts, wood beams shall be connected to the tops of the posts using
Simpson AC, PC or PCC post caps, and to the bottoms of the posts bearing on
wood framing using Simpson AC connectors.  Where supported by
perpendicular beams, wood beams shall be connected by HU-series face mount
beam hangers.  Provide Simpson PB post bases to connect posts to concrete
foundations.

DRAG STRUT NOTE  DS

DS      denotes a horizontal Simpson CMSTC16 drag strut connector strap,
minimuim 8 feet long, and centered between the structural items
being connected, either wood beams or shear wall top plates.  The
strap may be installed either on top of the plywood floor
diaphragm, or connecting a beam or joist to wall top plates, as
applicable and feasible.

 If desired, it is acceptable to rout a channel up to 1/8” deep in the 3/4”
T&G  plywood floor sheathing, to provide a flush surface.

Where no joists occur below the strap, provide 3-1/2” wide by 3-
1/2” deep (minimum) solid wood blocking in the floor framing,
below the strap, for nailing.  The blocking should be attached to
the perpendicular joists with Simpson A35 framing anchors at
both ends of each block.

Refer to The latest edition of the Simpson Catalog for required nailing and
other requirements.

Note “TSW” (Truss Connection to Shear Wall)
TSW      At parallel trusses, denotes that one typical roof truss shall be

located directly over the indicated shear wall, and that the
bottom chord of that roof truss shall be connected to the top plate
of the shear wall below with Simpson A35 connectors per the
shear wall schedule.

 Additionally, the truss top chord shall receive roof diaphragm edge
nailing from the roof sheathing.

 Both ends of the indicated trusses shall be connected to a double stud in
the shear wall below, using a Simpson H6 or H7 connector.
Provide two rows of shear wall edge nailing through the shear
wall plywood sheathing into the double studs.

Truss spacing may need to be adjusted, or additional trusses
provided, to assure that a truss is located over each indicated
shear wall.

At perpendicular trusses, 2x4 walls sheathed per SW1 shall be
constructed over the shear wall below between the trusses.  These
walls shall be connected to the shear wall below with A35
connectors per the shear wall schedule, and to the roof sheathing
with diaphragm edge nailing.

Provide vertical CS16 straps at each end of each wall section to
the shear wall studs below.

Hold Down Notes
Convention for showing shear walls and hold downs:  Shear walls are shown on
the framing plan for the floor above.  (For example, first floor shear walls will
be shown on the second floor framing plan, and the shear walls for the topmost
floor will be shown on the roof framing plan.)  Hold downs are located at the
bottom of that shear wall, and connect the end of the shear wall to wall framing
or a structural beam located in the floor below the shear wall.  Contact the
engineer of record for clarification if needed.
 Hold downs for each floor must be continuously connected to hold
downs on the floor below (or to other intermediate wood framing where so
indicated), until they are finally connected to the concrete foundation.
 Hold downs shall be installed so as to be as far apart as is reasonable.
Hold downs may be located on either the near side or the far side of the post or
double stud to which they are attached.  In no case shall a hold down bolt be
located farther than 6” from the end of the shear wall, except with prior
written approval of the engineer.  Refer to the latest edition of the Simpson
Catalog for details.

Where multiple studs are called out at a hold down, nail studs together with (2)
16d nails at 8” o.c. or 1/4” x 3” Simpson SDS Screws at 12” o.c.

CS or 2CS denotes a vertically oriented strap hold down consisting of one or
two Simpson CS16 vertical strap ties, connecting the end stud of
the shear wall indicated to new or existing studs in the wall
framing below, or to a wood beam supporting the shear wall,
where applicable.

HDUx denotes a Simpson HDU(2,4,5,8,or 11)-SDS2.5 hold down.  For
hold down bolts at new concrete foundations, use the following
bolts:

 For HDU2,4,5: 5/8” diameter A307 threaded steel rod may
be used, which shall be embedded into the concrete wall 8”

 For HDU8: SB7/8x24 anchor bolt may be used with 18”
of embedment into the concrete wall.

 For HDU11, 14: SB1x30 anchor bolt may be used with 24”

Where the specified anchor is not long enough to reach the
required embedment, a rod coupler may be used with matching
threaded rod to extend the hold down bolt.

Where PAB anchors are called out on the plans, they must be
installed in the center of the grade beam with 12” of embedment
into the grade beam.

CMSTC16  denotes a vertically oriented CMSTC16 strap hold down, as
above.

CMST14  denotes a vertically oriented CMST14 strap hold down, as above.

CMST12  denotes a vertically oriented CMST12 strap hold down, as above.

HDQ8 denotes a new Simpson HDQ8-SDS2.5 hold down.  See HDU8
above.

 Contact the engineer of record prior to proceeding if any of these
requirements are not met, or if the installation of the hold downs results in any
visible damage to the existing foundation.
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